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New tiered workflow feature is now available for all institutions after successful testing with a new progress bar
and other improvements based on feedback

Inventory end dates are now inclusive (end date is also the last effective date)

New table template variables in Document Management allow users to set column widths and feature improved
formatting for custom tables

Additional Fixes and Improvements

The Schedule view in Event Details now defaults to the first date of the event

Resolved failure of generating a cancel request for an event when no assignee is available

Ensured email templates save changes correctly

Disallowed users to cancel their own Express Scheduling events that have already occurred

Better visual spacing in Search Bulk Editing views

If users use the "Copy Link" option under Master Definitions > Images, the link now includes full information
for use in Publisher

Several task improvements:

Improved tasks to more reliably edit dates, always save correctly upon creation, and show all
elements in the modal window

Tasks for resource assignments will now display the resource quantity, and tasks for specific objects
will now include a link to the object's details

Event-related tasks now include a column with the event's current state

The task calendar view now includes event times when grouping by Event Start Date

Fixed incorrect display of resource quantity levels and stock levels

Improved icon in dark mode views

Addressed population of the view when using the "See when these locations are available" link from the
home dashboard starred location widget

Ensured users can only select users from the "Scheduler" dropdown in the Event Form for improved
consistency

The Meeting Pattern Grid feature now has better visibility of elements for improved accessibility and
additional filtering options to help users better find the best-fit location
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